Date: 23/09/2021
Our Reference: FOIA-2021-101
RE: Freedom of Information Act 2000 Request
I write in response to your Freedom of Information Act 2000 (or ‘FoIA 2000’) request dated 13/09/2021:
“Initial Response: 40 minute MLE e-learning from APP guidance.”

When a request for information is made under FoIA 2000, a public authority has a general duty under
section 1(1) of the Act to inform an applicant whether the requested information is held. There is then a
general obligation to communicate that information to the applicant. If a public authority decides that the
information should not be disclosed because an exemption applies, it must, under section 17(1) cite the
appropriate section or exemption of the Act and provide an explanation for relying upon it.

It is important to note that a freedom of information request is not a private transaction. Both the request
itself and any information disclosed are considered suitable for open publication, that is, once access to
information is granted to one person under the legislation, it is then considered public information and
must be communicated to any individual should a request be received. In light of this, our responses and
disclosures are published on our external website at a later date. This should be borne in mind where a
request is made for personal data of named individuals.
Decision

After conducting careful searches for any information relevant to your request I can confirm that we hold
information. Your request is being partially refused under the following exemptions:


Section 40 – Personal information

However, the learning is disclosed in the attached documents.

A refusal notice is provided in Appendix A. I trust this letter answers your questions. Your rights are
provided in Appendix B.

Yours sincerely,

Legal Services
Information Management and Legal Team
College of Policing

Email: FOI@college.pnn.police.uk
Website:

www.college.police.uk

Appendix A
Refusal Notice
Section 40(2) – Personal Information
The exemption applied is Section 40 (2) Personal Information, FOIA 2000.
This exemption applies because we can only provide information regarding employees above
Operational Manager level.
Section 40(2) of the Freedom of Information Act effectively prohibits the release of personal information if
doing so would breach the principles in the Data Protection Act 1998. We have a statutory duty under
Section 4 (4) of the Data Protection Act 1998 – “to comply with the data protection principles in relation
to all personal data”.

Appendix B
Rights
If you are dissatisfied with the handling procedures or the decision of the College of Policing made under
the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (the Act) regarding access to information you can request that the
decision is reviewed internally.

Internal review requests should be made in writing, within forty (40) working days from the date of the
refusal notice, and addressed to: FOI team, Central House, Beckwith Knowle, Otley Road, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire, HG3 1UF or email: FOI@college.pnn.police.uk

In all possible circumstances the College of Policing will aim to respond to your request for internal review
within 20 working days.

The Information Commissioner
If, after lodging an internal review request with the College of Policing you are still dissatisfied with the
decision you may make application to the Information Commissioner for a decision on whether the request
for information has been dealt with in accordance with the requirements of the Act.

For information on how to make application to the Information Commissioner please visit their website at
https://ico.org.uk/for-the-public/official-information/.

Alternatively, write to:
Information Commissioner's Office
Wycliffe House
Water Lane
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 5AF
Phone: 0303 123 1113
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COURSE DESCRIPTION: This is the first module in the Public Protection Level 1 Core Learning programme of e-learning. The module covers
general awareness issues surrounding 13 core areas of public protection. It also covers information ranging from signs and indicators, risk
identification and assessment, intervention, partner agencies, prevention and police powers. This training is aimed at all operational police
officers and police staff and is a pre-requisite for further training in specialist public protection roles. It is anticipated that all police officers will
either be studying to achieve PIP Level 1 or already be PIP Level 1 competent. The module should take about 40 minutes to complete and
includes short video pieces that are best viewed with headphones, although captions are also available.
VERSION: Old version is NCALT_092_02_00 so this should be version 3
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PAGE 1: Identifying victims
Section 1: Welcome

Components: Text and Graphic
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Welcome to the Public Protection Initial Response e-learning module. This is
the first module in the Public Protection Level 1 Core Learning Programme.

Original course had pdf of associated learning here but mentions it’s
available in Resources, which is where I’m going to put it.

By the end of the module, you should be able to describe some of the
common indicators for 13 core public protection areas.
This Initial Response module should take you around 40 minutes to
complete.
The module includes some videos but transcripts and captions are available
if you do not have headphones.
You will find additional support material in the Resources section at the end,
as well as details of additional learning which is associated with Public
Protection Level 1.
For further guidance, refer to the Authorised Professional Practice (APP).
Health warning: The sensitive nature of the content may be upsetting. You
may wish to consider talking to an appropriate person or organisation for
advice, help or support.
Scroll down to find out more.
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Section 2: Objectives

Components: Text and Graphic
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By the end of the module, you will be able to:





List the core areas of public protection
Recognise how your own values can impact your response to victims
and perpetrators of public protection offences
Identify common themes of public protection
List the responsibilities of an initial responder

Section 3: Core areas

CONVERSION: Use cropped/resized version of image on the right-hand
side
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Public protection has 13 core areas which can and do often overlap. They
should not be seen in isolation and should not be dealt with in isolation by
initial responders.

CONVERSION: NO GRAPHIC

The 13 public protection core areas are:














Adults at risk
Child abuse
Child sexual exploitation
Domestic abuse
Female genital mutilation
Forced marriage
Honour-based abuse
Human trafficking
Managing offenders
Missing persons
Prostitution
Serious sexual offences
Stalking and harassment

Section 4: What is public protection?

Components: Interactive bullets

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text
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Your force will have its own protocols in place when dealing with public
protection. You may have specialist units that are dedicated to certain areas
of public protection. Throughout this module, you will be tasked to find out
more about these.

CONVERSION: Use cropped/resized version of image on the right-hand
side

Click each option to find out more.
Popup
1

1.

At the heart of everything we do

Public protection is at the heart of everything we should be doing.
The people in our communities expect us to work effectively to stop
them coming to harm, giving them the support they need and
bringing offenders to justice.

Popup
2

2.

3

3.

Victims

Anyone can be a victim and we need to be aware of the different
groups at risk such as children and young adults, and individuals
with physical and learning disabilities. Those affected include the
victim's family and their loved ones. We need to think about
everybody's human rights, not just the suspect’s.
Our responsibilities

We need to be aware of our own attitudes and views given how
profoundly victims are affected by these offences and approach
each case in a non-judgemental and empathetic manner.
We also need to consider the wider risks to the victim and our
communities. The National Decision Model is a tool that can help
identify these risks and how to mitigate them.
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4

4.

Working together

The majority of public protection cases are complicated and we can
deal with them more effectively by working in partnership with other
agencies, charities and specialists. In this way, we can make sure
that we successfully prosecute the right people and support the
vulnerable people in our communities.

Section 5: Myth or reality?

Components: MCQ Single

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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Your personal values and past experiences can influence your
judgements which can affect how you respond to incidents.
Below are statements related to some of the core areas of public
protection. You need to decide which are myth and which are
reality.
Question
and
options

Question 1 of 8 [h3]
Only children from poor backgrounds are sexually exploited.
Select one option and click Check answer.
1.
2.

Correct
answer

Myth
Reality

1
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That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
This is a myth.
Girls and boys from all backgrounds can be victims of child abuse.
Child sexual exploitation is a form of child abuse.
The Office of the Children’s Commissioner’s Inquiry into Child
Sexual Exploitation In Gangs and Groups report published in 2012
highlighted some of the misinformed views of professionals.
Some thought of children as:
•

Sexually available

•

Liking the glamour

•

Asking for it
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Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
This is a myth.
Girls and boys from all backgrounds can be victims of child abuse.
Child sexual exploitation is a form of child abuse.
The Office of the Children’s Commissioner’s Inquiry into Child
Sexual Exploitation in Gangs and Groups report published in 2012
highlighted some of the misinformed views of professionals.
Some thought of children as:

Question
and
options

•

Sexually available

•

Liking the glamour

•

Asking for it

Question 2 of 8 [h3]
Select one option and click Check answer.
People who are dangerous are experiencing mental ill health.
1.
2.

Correct
answer

Myth
Reality

1

That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
This is a myth.
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The reality is that people with mental health issues who commit
serious crimes are in a minority and are more likely to be a victim
of violent crime.

Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
This is a myth.
The reality is that people with mental health issues who commit
serious crimes are in a minority and are more likely to be a victim
of violent crime.

Question
and
options

Question 3 of 8 [h3]
The majority of sexual offences are committed by someone the
victim knows.
Select one option and click Check answer.
1.
2.

Correct
answer

Myth
Reality

2

That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
This is reality.
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Research shows that the majority of sexual offences are
committed by someone that the victim knows, such as a partner,
family member or acquaintance.
Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
This is reality.
Research shows that the majority of sexual offences are
committed by someone that the victim knows, such as a partner,
family member or acquaintance.
Question
and
options

Question 4 of 8 [h3]
A missing child is a lower risk if they can be described as
'streetwise'.
Select one option and click Check answer.
1.
2.

Correct
answer

Myth
Reality

1

That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
This is a myth.
Although a young person may frequently go missing, they may not
be aware of the dangers and risks to their safety.
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A missing child who has gone missing before and is seen as
'streetwise' should not be considered a lower risk than a child who
rarely leaves home on their own and is missing for the first time.
The 'streetwise' child may be more likely to approach strangers for
help and hang around with older people, increasing their risk of
abuse.
Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
This is a myth.
Although a young person may frequently go missing, they may not
be aware of the dangers and risks to their safety.
A missing child who has gone missing before and is seen as
'streetwise' should not be considered a lower risk than a child who
rarely leaves home on their own and is missing for the first time.
The 'streetwise' child may be more likely to approach strangers for
help and hang around with older people, increasing their risk of
abuse.
Question
and
options

Question 5 of 8 [h3]
Forced marriage is the same as an arranged marriage.
Select one option and click Check answer.
1.
2.

Myth
Reality
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Correct
answer

1

That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
This is a myth.
Arranged marriages lawfully take place in the UK. An arranged
marriage is when both parties consent to marry and is embraced
as a way of life.
A forced marriage is when someone is forced to marry someone
against their will.
No religion dictates that forced marriage is a requirement. Every
major faith accepts that both parties must consent to marriage.
Sometimes, people use violence and blackmail to force people to
marry against their will.
Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
This is a myth.
Arranged marriages lawfully take place in the UK. An arranged
marriage is when both parties consent to marry and is embraced
as a way of life.
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A forced marriage is when someone is forced to marry someone
against their will.
No religion dictates that forced marriage is a requirement. Every
major faith accepts that both parties must consent to marriage.
Sometimes, people use violence and blackmail to force people to
marry against their will
Question
and
options

Question 6 of 8 [h3]
Domestic abuse is a family matter and is usually a one-off
incident, often fuelled by alcohol.
Select one option and click Check answer.
1.
2.

Correct
answer

Myth
Reality

1

That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
This is a myth.
Domestic abuse is a criminal offence wherever it takes place and
whoever the abuser is. Rarely is it a one-off incident. The abuse
can be used by someone to maintain control over another person.
The abuser is responsible for their actions and any substance
misuse is not an excuse.
Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
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This is a myth.
Domestic abuse is a criminal offence wherever it takes place and
whoever the abuser is. Rarely is it a one-off incident. The abuse
can be used by someone to maintain control over another person.
The abuser is responsible for their actions and any substance
misuse is not an excuse.

Question
and
options

Question 7 of 8 [h3]
Male rape is often carried out by heterosexual men.
Select one option and click Check answer.
1.
2.

Correct
answer

Myth
Reality

2

That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
This is reality.
Rape is not about sexual attraction but power and control.
Research shows that the majority of sexual assaults against men
are committed by heterosexual men.
Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
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This is reality.
Rape is not about sexual attraction but power and control.
Research shows that the majority of sexual assaults against men
are committed by heterosexual men.

Question
and
options

Question 8 of 8 [h3]
An elderly person is less likely to be a perpetrator of public
protection offences.
Select one option and click Check answer.
1.
2.

Correct
answer

Myth
Reality

1

That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
This is a myth.
People of any age can be perpetrators as well as victims. Later in
the module, you will look at different types of offenders.
It is important that you don’t make any assumptions based upon a
potential perpetrator or victim's characteristics.
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Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
This is a myth.
People of any age can be perpetrators as well as victims. Later in
the module, you will look at different types of offenders.
It is important that you don’t make any assumptions based upon a
potential perpetrator or victim's characteristics.
Were you surprised by the reality behind some of the myths
associated with public protection or the answers you gave?

COMMENT TO DEVELOPER:
Show this as a separate row in the same section

Take a moment to think about how your preconceptions could
affect how you engage with a victim or perpetrator.
Later on, you will look at some case studies where the
professionals' attitudes towards the case had an impact on the
investigation.

Section 6: General indicators

Components: Interactive bullets

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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It is common for a perpetrator to offend across a range of the 13 core areas
of public protection, for example an abusive partner may also be abusive to
their children.

CONVERSION: Use cropped/resized version of image on the right-hand
side

Perpetrators abuse people at risk in many different environments. The
abuse can be physical, emotional, psychological and financial. There are
usually contributory factors to the abuse. Here are some examples to
illustrate this.
Click each option to find out more.
Popup
1

1. Carer under stress

NO IMAGE

A carer under stress is negligent to vulnerable people in a home.
Popup
2

2. Dating website scam
Criminals set up a fake dating website and defraud members of
thousands of pounds.

Popup
3

3. Harassment of estranged partner
An estranged partner harasses their ex with verbal and written
communications.

Popup
4

4. Human trafficking
Organised criminals traffic vulnerable children and women from
ethnic minority groups for prostitution and slavery.
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Section 7: Case study:

Components: Carousel

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

and her family came to the UK in 1985 from Iraqi Kurdistan.
Her marriage was arranged by her father in 2003, when she was 17.
Information given later stated that this was against
wishes.

Notes for designer/developer/SME
Comment to dev: Show this text as an intro before the carousel like in the
original course. Also the carousel slide has eight slides and I don’t know if
there is a limit. If it won’t work like this, we can divide into part 1 and 2 but
please let me know so I can update the script and make a few changes
(Dara)

left her husband and returned to her parents' home in Surrey. Her
parents tried to persuade her to return to her husband in the West Midlands.
CONVERSION: Use cropped/resized version of image on the right-hand
side
Despite having contact with police on five occasions,
was brutally
murdered in January 2006. You will now read more on how the police failed
to protect
.
Click the Next arrow button to find out more.
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Slide
1

1. Domestic abuse

Commented [DB1]: I changed the titles of the slides as I think
they help to tell the story better

CONVERSION: Hand making a phone call
On 14 September 2005 in Croydon police station,
makes allegations of serious sexual assault and domestic abuse
against her husband.
The police response
The location of the alleged crime is not recorded. Later enquiries
reveal that the alleged crime took place in Coventry. A statement
isn't taken until days before her death.

Slide
2

2. Threats from her uncle

Conversion – police station

On 4 December 2005,
attends the station to report her
uncle’s threats to kill her. He believes she is bringing shame upon
the family after she is seen kissing her new boyfriend in public.
The police response
No checks into the history relating to her family are made. No
identification or assessment of risk is made. The case is not
pursued because
states she does not wish the police to take
action – just for them to be aware of the threats in case anything
happens to her. A police report is made. No links are made to
previous incidents.
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Slide
3

3. Anonymous calls
On 10 December 2005, an officer attends the family home in
response to
reporting two anonymous calls. One call is
silent, the other has a Kurdish-speaking male asking to speak to
her.
states she knows who the callers are but she doesn’t
want to take further action – she just wants the police to make a
record of these calls.

Conversion - phone

The police response
A record is made by the police. No further action is taken, including
history checks or risk identification. No links are made to existing
intelligence.
Slide
4

4. Broken window
Conversion: broken window
On 31 December 2005,
father and uncle force her to drink
alcohol at her grandmother’s house in Wimbledon.
breaks a neighbour’s window to escape their threats of
violence.
The neighbour reports the broken window to the police.
The police response
The matter of the broken window is recorded as a burglary. No
police unit is dispatched.
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Slide
5

5. Cry for help

Conversions: police officers on their way to respond to incident

flees to a nearby café in Wimbledon, distressed, with cuts to
her hands. She tells staff that she’s been forced to drink alcohol and
people are after her.
Paramedics are called and request assistance. Two police officers
are dispatched. They are told that
fears someone is trying to
kill her.
Police record the incident as "female, self-harmer, smashed window
and bleeding from arms".
She is questioned and told she will be arrested for the criminal
damage to the window. They also note on the report that
is
drunk and very dramatic and add other comments about her
behaviour.
The police response
The incident is dealt with in isolation as criminal damage, with
as a suspect. Her allegations are ignored. The responding
officer did not check the previous history of incidents involving
, which would have enabled the risk to be identified and to be
correctly risk assessed.
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Slide
6

6. Threats to kill her
Conversion: Phone
In January 2006,
makes claims to several other people that
her family have threatened to kill her. These claims are not reported
directly to the police.
Police visit
home to conclude the criminal damage case.
When asked if everything at home is okay,
nods "Yes".
The police response
The criminal damage matter (the broken window) is the only case
pursued.
No links to previous intelligence are made. No further investigation
is made by exploring
allegations further.
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Slide
7

7. Threats to kill her boyfriend
On 23 January 2006,
boyfriend attends Kennington police
station to report that four men have approached him, asking him to
go with them. He refuses and they threaten to kill him and
.

Conversion: Police station

attends Mitcham police station to report the matter, provides
details of the suspects and gives the officer details of her previous
report of threats to kill. She tells police she feels safe at home.
Support and information is offered to her.
The police response
No crime report exists based upon

boyfriend’s claims.

No links were made to previous claims and the history of the case.
allegation is added to the crime report, originally filed on 4
December. No risk identification or assessment is made or action
taken.
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Slide
8

8. Murder
Conversion: Crime scene
On January 25th 2006,
was reported missing by her
boyfriend. Three months later, her body was found in a suitcase
buried in a garden in Birmingham. She had been raped and
strangled.
father and uncle were found guilty of murder in
November 2007.

Section 8: Linking core areas

Components: MCQ Multiple

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
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Onscreen text
Question
and
options

CONVERSION: NO IMAGE NEEDED
Select one or more options and click Check answer.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Correct
answer

Notes for designer/developer/SME

The
case covers several core areas of public
protection. Which of the following do you think is covered?

Child abuse
Child sexual exploitation
Domestic abuse
Forced marriage
Honour-based abuse
Human trafficking
Missing persons
Prostitution
Serious sexual offences
Stalking and harassment

3, 4, 5, 9, 7, 10
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That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
This highlights how many core areas can be involved in one case.
The following core areas could be considered in
case:








Domestic abuse –
husband, father and uncle
were all violent towards her
Forced marriage –
marriage was arranged by her
father, there are signs that this was against
wishes
Honour-based abuse – The
family believed
was dishonouring them by leaving the husband they
had arranged for her to marry and being seen out with a
new boyfriend
Missing persons –
was reported missing by her
boyfriend three months before her body was found
Serious sexual offences –
reported to police that
her husband sexually assaulted her
Stalking and harassment –
received anonymous
phone calls and reported being harassed by her uncle and
father
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Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
This highlights how many core areas can be involved in one case.
The following core areas could be considered in
case:







Domestic abuse –
husband, father and uncle
were all violent towards her
Forced marriage –
marriage was arranged by her
father, there are signs that this was against
wishes
Honour-based abuse – The
family believed
was dishonouring them by leaving the husband they
had arranged for her to marry and being seen out with a
new boyfriend
Missing persons –
was reported missing by her
boyfriend three months before her body was found
Serious sexual offences –
reported to police that
her husband sexually assaulted her

Stalking and harassment –
received anonymous phone
calls and reported being harassed by her uncle and father

Section 9: Barriers to reporting

Components: Interactive bullets
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Victims may have some difficult decisions to make when reporting a crime.
These decisions may lead to reporting members of their own family, friends,
partners, carers or employers.

CONVERSION: Use cropped/resized version of image on the right-hand
side

Here are some of the barriers to reporting offences to the police.
Click each option to find out more.
Popup
1

1. Previous experiences

Popup
2

2. Family responsibilities

no images for popups

The victim may not trust the police, having had a negative
experience in the past either in the UK or abroad. If they have not
been believed or treated well, this could increase their reluctance
to contact the police.

A victim may feel that reporting a family member could:






Result in criminalising them - victims don't want to involve
police for this reason
Leave the victim and any children with little or no income
Result in a child being taken into care and moved away
from school, friends and family
Compromise their care for an elderly relative or someone
who is disabled
Bring shame upon their family - some cultures have strong
views on honour and compromising this can result in
continued abuse or death

3. Fear of retribution
Victims are often threatened with further violence or abuse by the
abuser or others if they report them.
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Popup
4

4. Social isolation
The victim may fear that they will be isolated from their friends,
family or community.
Certain groups might be particularly isolated due to their
vulnerabilities and include:







Popup
5

Individuals with a physical disability
Individuals with a learning disability
Individuals experiencing mental ill health
Children and young people as well as older persons
LGBT
Individuals facing language barriers

5. Environmental factors
Consider that victims may find it difficult to report abuse if they:
•

Live in a rural location

•

Have limited or no opportunity to access services

•

Have poor transport links

•

Have limited or no data communications access

Victims might not be able to use computers or telephones to report
incidents easily because they may be constantly chaperoned. You
might experience a higher proportion of front desk reports for this
reason.
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Popup
6

6. Relationship between victim and abuser
The relationship between the victim and the abuser can have a
profound effect on the victim’s ability to report incidents to police.
The victim may:









Still love the abuser and not want to ‘get them into trouble’
Believe that they can ‘change’ the abuser
Have been led to believe that the abuser acts how they do
because they love them
Have been led to believe that they ‘will not be believed’ by
the police
Be disabled and rely on the abuser for their care
Be under coercive control from their abuser which prevents
the victim from seeking help, this can be threats of violence
or blackmail
Believe that the way they're treated is normal or is their fault
Be worried about being taken into care and away from their
family if a child, or deported if from another country

Section 10: Vulnerable victims

Components: Video

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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, who has learning disabilities, talks about his experience
of being a victim of a hate crime.

NOTE TO DESIGNER/DEV:

Click Play to find out more.

For the conversion, can we have the first video in this section and then join
the other two videos for the next section

Section 11: Helping vulnerable victims

Components: Video

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text
In this video,
, Campaigns and Policy Officer at Mencap, discusses
issues facing victims of public protection crimes.

Notes for designer/developer/SME

NOTE TO DESIGNER/DEV:
For the conversion, can we join the last two to make one

Click Play to find out more.

Section 12: Reporting a family member

Components: MCQ Multiple

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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Question
and
options

Consider the
reporting did

case study. What barriers to
face?

Select one or more options and click Check answer.

NO GRAPHIC NEEDED FOR CONVERSION AS IT DOESN’T EVEN
HAVE ANY RELEVANCE TO THE CASE STUDY

1. Family expectations
2. Fear of retribution
3. Relationship with abuser
4. Cultural isolation

Correct
answer

1,2,3,4

That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
All the options are correct.
had to deal with family expectations, cultural
isolation, fear of retribution and her relationship with her father and
other members of the family.
Despite being in fear for her life, making a decision to report
members of her family to the police is still a big decision to make
and will be the case for many victims.
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Partially That’s partially correct.
correct
feedback
All the options are correct.
had to deal with family expectations, cultural
isolation, fear of retribution and her relationship with her father and
other members of the family.
Despite being in fear for her life, making a decision to report
members of her family to the police is still a big decision to make
and will be the case for many victims.

PAGE 2: Responding to victims
Section 1: Risk identification

Components: Text and Graphic

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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You have seen how risk identification must be one of your prime
considerations as an initial responder.

CONVERSION: Use cropped/resized version of image on the right-hand
side

You should consider gathering information that can be reasonably accessed
at the time, from a range of sources, such as:
•

Victims

•

Witnesses

•

Intelligence

•

History checks such as previous domestic abuse and crime database

•

Partner agency records

•

Informants such as the person reporting to the police

You should also prioritise who to get the information from and consider
whether anybody else is at risk.

Section 2: Risk assessment

Components: Text and Graphic

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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Identifying the risks will inform your risk assessment. Risk assessment is
your responsibility and the responsibility of all staff and should establish:
•

The likelihood of a behaviour or event occurring

•

The frequency with which it may occur

•

Whom it will or may affect

•

The extent to which that behaviour will cause harm

CONVERSION: Use cropped/resized version of image on the right-hand
side

Assessing risk must be followed by positive action. You own the risk until the
risk is removed or is formally managed by other colleagues, such as those in
specialist units.

Section 3: Risk assessment guides and tools

Components: Text and Graphic

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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The core areas of public protection may have their own risk assessment
tools but all rely upon sound professional judgement and application of the
National Decision Model (NDM). More on the NDM can be found in the
Resources section at the end.

CONVERSION: Use cropped/resized version of image on the right-hand
side

Key responsibilities for initial responders are to:





Gather all information available to you
Use your professional judgement
Manage the risk by taking action to safeguard victims and manage
perpetrators
Escalate to the appropriate people if needed

There are tools available to help you to identify, assess and manage risk, for
example, the Domestic Abuse Stalking Harassment risk assessment tool,
known as DASH and the Stalking Screening Tool (both available in the
Resources section). There may be other risk assessment tools used in your
force.

Section 4: Abandoned 999 call

Components: Carousel

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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Here are details of an investigation into the mishandling of an emergency
call from a vulnerable woman.

CONVERSION: Use cropped/resized version of image on the right-hand
side and show this text above the carousel

Click the Next arrow button to find out more.

Slide
1

1. Emergency call
On 17 February 2012, a 999 call is made to request police
assistance but it is abandoned when transferred to the control room.

New course: Show phone making an emergency call

The contact management staff make an initial report stating that
they can hear a struggle and a man arguing in the background.
The police response
The incident is treated as an abandoned call by the force control
room supervisor.
Subsequent risk assessments were based on this.
Intelligence checks on the woman's name, address and telephone
number were not conducted, despite entries on the call log to the
contrary.
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Slide
2

2. Initial response
New course: Show a control room operator
The control room supervisor calls the woman back approximately
15 minutes later. He asks her a series of closed questions and
concludes, 'You don’t need the police.'
A man is heard whispering in the background.
Police officers are not deployed to the incident.
The police response
If additional searches had taken place, it would have identified
multiple reports of previous domestic abuse related to the woman
and the address.

Slide
3

3. Serious sexual assault
Later the same day, a report is received that the same woman who
abandoned the call earlier has been the victim of a serious sexual
assault.

New course: Show female victim

The police response
The incident was not escalated to a supervisor in line with the force
policy.
The way the call was handled was not acceptable. All available
information wasn't considered and the abandoned call was dealt
with in isolation.
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Slide
4

4. Gross misconduct
New course: Show something to with justice
An IPCC investigation found that the force control room supervisor
had a case to answer for gross misconduct and concluded:
“The failure to protect this woman was due to individual rather than
systemic or organisational flaws.”

Section 5: Information sources

Components: MCQ Multiple

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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Question
and
options

The case of the abandoned 999 call reveals a failure to identify
and assess the risk during the victim's initial contact with police.
NO GRAPHIC NEEDED FOR CONVERSION
What potential sources of information are available to you to
identify and assess the risk?
Select one or more options and click Check answer.

1.
Police National Computer (PNC) and Police National
Database (PND)
2.
Information flags/markers on previous police attendance at
the address
3.
Local crimes recording system and local intelligence
system

Correct
answer

All

That’s correct.
Correct
feedback
Gathering different information from different systems allows you
to make an informed risk identification and assessment on the
incident. This will enable you to decide what positive course of
action to take and ensure that you do not treat an incident in
isolation.
Depending on your role, you may not have direct access to some
systems. In this case, a colleague or specialist department will be
able to provide this information.
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Incorrect That’s incorrect.
feedback
Gathering different information from different systems allows you
to make an informed risk identification and assessment on the
incident. This will enable you to decide what positive course of
action to take and ensure that you do not treat an incident in
isolation.
Depending on your role, you may not have direct access to some
systems. In this case, a colleague or specialist department will be
able to provide this information.

Section 6: Initial response

Components: Interactive bullets

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME

The following information will guide you through an effective initial response.
Click each option to find out more.
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Popup
1

1. The golden hour principles

NO GRAPHIC

The golden hour principles are there to ensure an effective
investigation is conducted. Immediately after an offence, consider:
•

Victims

•

Scenes

•

Suspects

•

Witnesses

•

Log

•

Family/community

•

Physical evidence preservation

•

Intelligence

•

Prevention of contamination

•

Lines of responsibility

The Authorised Professional Practice (APP) investigation
document covers more on the golden hour principles. You can find
a weblink to the document in the Resources section at the end.
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Popup
2

2. Importance of positive action
Positive action is required at every stage of an investigation, from
the initial call to the conclusion of an investigation. You should
always act to safeguard victims and witnesses.
Positive action may include arrest or other safeguarding measures
to protect the victim and other vulnerable people, and to deal
effectively with the alleged perpetrator. For example, you need to
consider the implications of arresting the perpetrator. Could it put a
victim at greater risk? If there are concerns, speak to your
supervisor.
The Tactical Menu of Intervention Options for Public Protection
provides a guide for intervention options and can be found in the
Resources section at the end.
3. Obtaining an initial account
This is a brief initial account, usually recorded in note form. There
should not be in-depth questioning at this stage.
Once the initial account has been obtained, a decision should be
made to obtain an evidential account from the victim.
If an evidential account is required, then a decision should be
made about how this will be obtained from the victim. The
evidential account can be a written statement or a visuallyrecorded interview.
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4. Identifying and acting on intelligence
There are many sources of information and intelligence available to
you.
When dealing with an incident, you must listen carefully to the
victim and ensure that the information provided is fully investigated.
You may need to make a decision to bring this to the attention of a
supervisor in line with your force policy.
Sources of information include:
•

PNC

•

PND

•

Local crime recording systems

•

Intelligence databases

•

Partner agencies

•

Interviews

Obtaining good accurate information is necessary for you to
conduct a thorough risk assessment and take appropriate action.

Section 7: Partner agencies

Components: Text and Graphic

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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Working with partner agencies is a vital part of protecting the public. They
can provide specialist advice and support to you and the victims.
Your force will work with different agencies on public protection cases. In the
Resources section at the end, you will find documents for each core area,
containing definitions, partner agencies and support services with space to
add your own.
The documents can be printed to enable you to add agencies relevant to
your force. Your line manager, public protection units and other colleagues
should be able to help you identify local contacts.

Section 8: Partner agency advice

Components: Video

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text
is director of IKWRO (Iranian and Kurdish Women's Rights
Organisation). IKWRO provides advice and support to Middle Eastern
women and girls living in the UK who are facing honour-based abuse,
domestic abuse, forced marriage or female genital mutilation.

Notes for designer/developer/SME
ORIGINAL COURSE

Click Play to find out more.
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Section 9: Sharing information

Components: Text and Graphic

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME

It is important to share information with partner agencies. You must ensure
that when sharing information you comply with common law, section 115 of
the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 and the Data Protection Act 1998.
Your force may have information sharing agreements in place with partner
agencies for each core area of public protection. Take some time to find out
what these are.
In the Resources section at the end, you will find a Sharing Information
Checklist for evaluating and sharing information and more on the legislation
mentioned above in the Weblinks document.

Section 10: Summary

Components: Text and Graphic

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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You have now completed the Public Protection: Initial Response module.
As mentioned throughout the module, your force will have different
procedures for many aspects of public protection.
You should now find out:




What your local policies are on information sharing
Which agencies your force work with and any processes in place
How your force provides a response to the core areas of public
protection

Section 11: Resources

Components: Text and Graphic

Learning objective(s): <learning objective(s) satisfied in this section>
Onscreen text

Notes for designer/developer/SME
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Definitions and support agencies
Adults at risk
Child abuse
Child sexual exploitation
Domestic abuse
Female genital mutilation
Forced marriage
Honour-based abuse
Human trafficking
Managing offenders
Prostitution
Serious sexual offences
Stalking and harassment
General resources
Civil orders – children
Civil orders – domestic
Civil orders – offenders
Code of practice for victims of crime
DASH
NDM guidance
Tactical menu of intervention options for public protection
Sharing information checklist
Stalking screening tool
Weblinks
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Partner agency advice
– Director, IKWRO
What considerations should the police have when dealing with
public protection cases?
I think the first thing the police have to do is take their cases seriously, with
sensitivity. They need to be very considerate about the confidentiality of the case
– not sharing any information with the family or any relatives. Be very careful
about who they will choose to be an interpreter. They are serious issues. Take a
risk assessment.
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Helping vulnerable victims
- Campaigns and Policy officer, Mencap
What factors contribute to the abuse of adults at risk?
That kind of exploitation; preying on someone as being a bit isolated; a bit more
trusting than someone else might be, that is often a really kind of crucial factor in
people with a learning disability being victims of crime. Often it’s the reason why they
are less likely to report as well because if that person is a friend, then they think that
that’s kind of okay and that they're just a friend, so; “Of course I’ll lend them money.
Of course I’ll let them stay. Maybe I don’t like what they’re doing, but they’re my
friend. So I’m going to let them do it”. And they’re even then less likely to report that
to the police.

What should police consider when responding to adults at risk?
Adults that are termed mentally vulnerable, or vulnerable generally, it’s a legally
defined thing. So it is there in statute for the police. But I think often it’s not the most
helpful description or label. It encompasses learning disability, mental health issues,
physical disability, someone who’s under 18, obviously a wide range of groups of
people that have got very different needs.

What barriers do people face when reporting to the police and what
suggestions are there for the police?
Research that Mencap has carried out shows that most people with a learning
disability who are victims of crime – and unfortunately that is most people with a
learning disability - don’t report. Or if they do, they will report once, have a bad
experience, and then never report again.
I think that there are a few reasons. One, there's a kind of feeling that the whole
process is going to be so daunting, and they’re not going to understand what’s being
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said, and they perhaps just can’t quite face telling again what’s happened to them.
Without support they probably wouldn’t get through the process and often they don’t
think that support’s going to be there so they just don’t bother. And also,
unfortunately, because for lots of people with a learning disability, low level crimes
against them become common place, they become kind of everyday realities, and so
they don’t often see that these are crimes and that they’re something which should
not happen and can be stopped.
And it’s also the police’s job to kind of let people know that they will take it seriously
and they will be given the support that they need, and it is a priority of the police to
kind of protect people with a learning disability and make sure they get as good a
service as everyone else gets from the police.
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Vulnerable victims
: Hate crime victim
What happened when you reported the incident to the police?
When me and my fiancée told the police what happened, they treated it as an antisocial behavior. They were speaking all jargon words we don’t understand. It was
difficult. They did not explain the situation. They were talking among themselves.

If this happened again, how would you like the police to respond?
If it happens again, I hope the police keep me updated, don’t use any jargon words,
and will keep me informed, and don’t confuse anti-social behaviour with hate crime.
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